Language

Pure language
Traditionally, media forms that realize the communication of meaning include sound symbols transmitted by acoustic wave and writing symbols generated by pens etc. These two kinds are main media that language communicates information. Along with rapid development of modern information technology, other technology begin to be used in the communication of language information, such as text entry of the computer, automatic speech recognition etc., but the ultimate communication medium is still voice or character. 
Paralanguage
Paralanguage, including sound, tone, volume, audio, accent, mood, font size, font shape and font layout, etc., has the effect of auxiliary, complement and reinforcement on the transmission of language meaning. It plays a very important role in the expression of whole meaning, and sometimes even causes a change in the whole meaning.
Table2.2.1 Language medium: paralanguage
Name Content
Sound and tone
Text video
The 
Non-language
Non-language media that realize the communication of meaning include the communicator's physical movements and one's nonverbal means, such as tools, environment, etc., in the expression of meaning. The physical movements cover motion and analogy; facial features, for example the expressions of face, eyes and other sense organs; body, including gesture, posture, shaking, etc.
Table2.3 Non-language medium: physical movements
Name Content
Motion and analogy
The teacher in the video She walks around in front of the whiteboard occasionally and is close to students.
The teacher in the classroom
He steps down from the platform to walk around properly in front of the students in the first line and at times stands in front of the students in the back row. Students present their works They stand on the platform and hold their mind maps with stiff movements.
Facial features
The teacher in the video She is smiling with natural expression and soft eyes and constantly pays attention to reactions from students.
The teacher in the classroom
He is smiling occasionally with natural expression and kind eyes and constantly keeps his eyes on reactions from students in the front row, and also notices the students in the back row. Students present their works Probably nervous, they stare at a corner and can not look straight at students in the classroom.
Body
The teacher in the video She is accustomed to palming out in natural and elegant posture with flexible and frequent gesture. Then she turns her head appropriately and notices students' expressions.
The teacher in the classroom
He is accustomed to palming out in natural posture with the gesture of moderate frequency. Then he sometimes bends his legs with positive regard for students' expressions.
Students present their works
They have upright posture and appear to be some stiffness with less gesture.
Non-physical movements include tools and environment and the communicator can use any existing relevant factors in the environment, including on-site people and objects and symbolic signs, etc., to communicate with each other.
Table2.4 Non-language medium: non-physical movements
Name Content
Tools
Audio amplifier
There are 2 cassette players in front of the platform for receiving listening materials by earphones. On the two sides of it there is 1 speaker each, and on the two sides of the middle of the classroom there is also 1 speaker each. They can always play audio material in better quality. PPT 1. In used modes, there are 8 verbal modes, 1 language and image mode, and 4 image modes. 2. In discourse genre, there are 4 visualizing genre to make real impressions by means of pictures, and 9 persuading genre to make audience understand the meaning of materials and realize the purpose of persuading by color, cartoon and music, etc.
Text video 1. In information value, the teacher is always in the middle of the video on a prominent position and students are only in the corner of two sides on weakened positions. The whiteboard behind the teacher is the object to be handled with by her and focused on by students and audience. The teacher is sometimes on the left side in given information. 2. In salience, the foreground is the teacher close to audience in black suits which make her stand out; the background is the tawny door in the room with soft light which makes people feel tedious and does not fit for study. Moreover, with the added whiteboard, the space is very narrow. 3. In framing, there is not evident type of framing segregation, which closes the gap between audience and participants in the video and develops the intimacy of audience.
Environment Classroom A multimedia classroom with 260 seats includes 1 computer, 1 master control device for DVD player and speaker, 1 projector, and 1 projection screen.
CONCLUSION
In college English listening and speaking instruction, the application of multimodality should be appropriate, and thus teachers cannot indiscriminately throw a lot of multimodal medium at students, which is easy to distract their attentions so that they struggle to cope with and are unable to assimilate new information. Only by serving teaching contents does the application of multimodality have practical significance.
Then, teachers should reasonably use media system of multimodal discourse but not overly be dependent on the means, such as PowerPoint slides, video, etc. It is advisable to give free rein to the function of the media, for example language, motion, face, body, etc., to close the gap with students' mind and raise their awareness of good feelings to enhance the comprehensive quality.
Finally, teachers are supposed to make plans to give students multimodal knowledge and cultivate their ability to learn and master the subject knowledge in the style of modal cognition they are good at and increase their ability of autonomous learning.
